
Story #5

Once upon a time, there was a(n) 1._____________

2.______________________________________________________. 2^__________________ was 

[were] very lonely, because everyone made fun of 2#_________________________________

particularly 3.________________________________ 4.___________________________________.

The 2._____________________________________ couldn't help it that 2#__________________ 

4.______________________________________ sometimes 5._______________________________

of its own accord, or liked to 6.__________________________________________________ the

7.____________________________________________________ when 2^____________________ wasn't looking.
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This made life full of surprises for the 2.______________________________________. 

2^___________________________ never knew when the actions of 2#____________________ 

4.___________________________________ would incite the 8.____________________________ 

of a stranger, or cause 2*______________________________________ come home to people 

9.______________________________________________–ing  2#_____________________ house.

2^_______________________ didn't mind the latter, really, and 2^_______________________ 

was [were] grateful to be able to scrape the 9b._______________________________________

of [of] 2#_________________________ 10.______________________________________________

as a snack. 2^_______________________ really didn't like it when people threw pickled 
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11.________________________________, though. They went 12.__________________________ 

in the heat and attracted foraging 13._______________________________________________.

The 2.__________________________________ wished that a royal entity would come

and 14.___________________________________________________ 2#______________________ 

4.________________________________________, and lift whatever curse must be on it. The 

2.____________________________________ knew 2^_________________ was [were] too much

of a couch 15.__________________________________________ to appeal to royalty, though. 

One day while the 2.______________________ was heading through town on 2#____

way to the 16+__________________________________ 17+______________________________'s 
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shop, 2^______________ saw a kissing booth, called “Masked 18.______________________'s

19+___________________________________ 20+_________________________________________ 

Kissing Booth”. Having been denied all love an afection because of 2#________________

malady for 2#____________________ entire 21.________________________________ year life,

the 2._____________________________________________ thought it would be worth a shot.

2^__________________ walked up to the booth and presented 2#__________________

4._______________________________________________ to the masked face. “You must be 

18._____________________________________,” said the 2.________________________________

22.______________________________________________________________________.
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“Masked 18.__________________________,” said Masked 18.______________________,

tapping on their 23.__________________________________________________–shaped mask.

With 24._____________________________________________________ professionalism, 

Masked 18._______________________________ kissed the 2.____________________________'s

4._________________________________________ through the mask.

“25.____________________________________________________________________!” and

“26.____________________________________________________________________!” the 

2.________________________________ and Masked 18.__________________________________ 

27.__________________________________________ and 28._______________________________ 
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simultaneously as the 2._______________________________'s 4.__________________________

blazed and started to glow a neon 29._______________________________________________.

Then it 30.___________________________________ of of the 2.__________________________'s

body at the speed of 31._________________________________________________. It snagged 

on the mask on its way by and sent it fying.

“32+_________________________________ 33.___________________________________!” 

gasped the 2._______________________________, as 2^____________________ saw who was 

under the mask.

“SHHHHHHHH!” 32+_________________________ 33._____________________________
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pulled the 2.________________________________ inside the booth and yanked the curtain 

closed. The booth was lit by the still-glowing 4.___________________________, which was

hovering in the 34.______________________________________________________. 

“You mustn't let my identity get out, my dear 35.______________________________. 

Things are ever so dull up at the castle, and this is my way to give back to the 

community and have a little fun. It would never be allowed if anyone knew about it. 

Why, I have to sneak out of my private 36.______________________________ in the castle,

crawl through a secret tunnel in the correct 37.______________________________________,

and scale a wall made of 38.__________________________________________ that's guarded 
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by trained 39.___________________________________________ just to come to this booth.”

The 2._______________________________ looked at the stump where 2#____________

4._______________________________ had been, and nodded. Just then, the glow from the 

34._________________________________________ intensifed, and started to change shape. 

Before the 2.______________________________ knew quite what had happened, the 

4.________________________________ 40.______________________________________________ 

in front of 2*____________________, but it was a 4.__________________________________ no

longer. Lo, a fair 41.___________________________________________________ with fowing 

42._______________________________________ was before 2*______________ now. It spoke.
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“You've freed me at last! Now we can be together properly, as I've always 

dreamed! My name is 43.________________________________, 44.________________________

of [the] 45._______________________________________________________ and Savior of the 

46.____________________________________ 47._________________________________________ 

at the Incident of 48+______________________________ 49+_____________________________,

but you may call me 50._________________________________________________________.” 

The 41.______________________________ fung themselves at the 2.______________________

and they were married on the spot by 32+__________________ 33.______________________.

The two 51.________________________________ 52._______________________________ 
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ever after. 

The end.
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